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Abstract

This paper deals with some typologically remarkable features of the early Vedic verbal system. Forms belonging to the present tense system are mostly employed in transitive-causative constructions, whereas forms of the perfect tense system are typically intransitive. Similar correlations between tense/aspect and transitivity can also be found in some other, genetically unrelated languages, such as Yukaghir and Aleut.

The aim of the paper is threefold. First, attention is drawn to correlations between the two groups of apparently unrelated grammatical categories, i.e. tense, aspect, and aktionsarten, on the one hand, and transitivity and causativity, on the other (sections 1–3). In section 4 correlations will be discussed between the transitivity/causativity and present/perfect oppositions in the Vedic verbal system, and in section 5 the parallel phenomena in Ancient Greek, within a broader Indo-European perspective. This correlation (labelled 'split causativity' in the present paper) provides us with further evidence for an approach to transitivity as a set of independent features and, additionally, can clarify the status and function of some "hybrid" formations, such as forms derived from perfect stems with present tense endings (section 6).

1. Introductory remarks

The last two decades have been marked by the rise of interest in interdependencies and correlations between two groups of verbal categories, namely
tense/aspect, on the one hand, and transitivity and related syntactic features, on
the other. By now, our views on transitivity as a linguistic phenomenon have
largely changed, and the starting point of this evolution was no doubt the
well-known article by Hopper and Thompson "Transitivity in grammar and discourse" (1980), which has evoked both positive and negative responses and triggered a
variety of studies on transitivity. Within this new approach, transitivity is no
longer regarded as a binary opposition (transitive/intransitive), but rather as an
continuum which can be described in terms of a complex set of features, all of
which are concerned with the effectiveness of the action denoted by the verb:
the more effective the action, the more transitive the corresponding clause.
Among these features are, for instance, the agentivity of the subject, the referent-
iality and degree of affectedness of the object, the telicity and aspectual features
of the verb.

One of the parade examples of the tense/aspect/transitivity correlation is
'split ergativity', attested, for instance, in Hindi-Urdu, Burushaski, Samoan, some
Australian and Amerindian languages: the ergative construction is limited to
perfective and preterite environments whereas its non-ergative counterpart is
restricted to imperfective or non-preterite (cf. e.g. Dixon 1979: 71, 93–96). Cf.
the following examples from Kalkatungu (Australian) (Hopper & Thompson: 1980: 272f.):

(1) a. kupajuru-ya caa kalpin lai-na
   old.man-ERG here young.man hit-PAST
   'The old man hit the young man.'
   b. kupajuru caa kalpin-ku lai-mina
   old.man here young.man-DAT hit-IMPFV
   'The old man is hitting the young man.'

On the one hand, the ergative construction, as in (1a), can be shown to be more
transitive than the antipassive one (cf. (1b)), since one of the arguments is in an
oblique role; on the other hand, the past tense and perfective aspect can be
characterized as referring to more effective action than the imperfective. Thus,
the phenomenon of split ergativity was adopted by Hopper & Thompson
(1980: 271–274) as one of the main pieces of evidence for their hypothesis.
Further evidence for the correlation between transitivity and tense/aspect
oppositions was taken from Finnish (Hopper & Thompson 1980: 271). In Finnish,
the object appears in the accusative or partitive depending on the aspect (perfective/imperfective), whereby clauses with partitive objects can be shown to be less
transitive than those with the accusative ones — again, the partitive being an
oblique role. Consider (2):

(2) a. Liikemies kirjoitti kirjeen valiokunnalle
   businessman wrote letter.ACC committee-to
   ‘The businessman wrote a letter to the committee.’
b. Liikemies kirjoitti kirjeetä valiokunnalle
   businessman wrote letter.FLAT committee-to
   ‘The businessman was writing a letter to the committee.’

After (or nearly simultaneously with) Hopper & Thompson's article, a range of
studies appeared which considered transitivity in a new perspective, namely in its
relationships with semantic parameters of the clause; cf. Comrie 1981, Tsunoda
Hopper & Thompson's hypothesis was severely and, it seems, rightly criticized
in a number of details (cf., especially, Abraham 1983; 1984: 24–25; 1996: 32,
note 10). Although much remains unclear about the intricate inner structure of the
'semantic' concept of transitivity, we owe a lot to these pioneer studies of the
80's, written both by proponents and opponents of the hypothesis in question. At
any rate, we can no longer treat transitivity as a purely morpho-syntactic
phenomenon. In what follows, I will provide further evidence for the 'semanti-
cally-oriented' approach to transitivity, by bringing to light a particular type of
transitivity opposition, the causative alternation. It will be argued that scrutinizing
the semantic features correlated with transitivity and, in general, types of syntactic
constructions, can shed light on several morphological phenomena and account for
some, at first glance, abnormal features in verbal systems, such as the dissimilarity
in the syntactic behaviour of forms belonging to different tense systems.

2. Transitivity and causativization

The syntactic alternations under discussion within Hopper & Thompson's
approach to transitivity mostly belong to the type that can be termed 'subject-
changing'. In other words, the alternating constructions, albeit differing in
morphosyntactic transitivity (cf. ergative vs. absolutive, transitive with an object
in the accusative vs. partitive, etc.), share their subject (cf. kupajuru - 'old man'
in both (1a) and (1b)). Another class of transitivity-affecting derivations,
represented by causativization and passivization, might be labelled 'subject-
changing' class. Causativization introduces a new subject (a causer), which ousteds
the original (embedded) subject, the causee; in passive constructions the subject
 corresponds to the object of the non-passive sentence. Both derivations affect the
original valency of the clause: causativization increases it by introducing a new
forms causatives with some verbs and
(-de-)
piit-dya-ti
'be beautiful' -
'gleam' -
'is / becomes beautiful'.

In Boumaa Fijian, the prefix va'a- forms causatives with some verbs and intensives (verbs meaning 'do smth. intensively, with a special effort') with others (Dixon 1988: 50f., 185ff.). Consider the following verbal pairs:

(4) a. vuli(c)-a 'learn, study' - va'a-vuli-ca 'teach'
b. mate 'die' - va'a-mate-a 'kill'

c. taro-ga 'ask' - va'a-taro-ga 'ask many times'
d. rai-ca 'see' - va'a-rai-ca 'watch, inspect, look after'.

Furthermore, the causative and aspectual functions of a morpheme can be distributed morphophonologically, for instance, depending on the allomorph of the root (stem) to which it applies. In early Vedic Sanskrit, the causative suffix -dya- can form present stems either with the long root syllable (a, o, e, etc. in the root, i.e. the lengthened or full degree), or with the short root syllable (a, u, i, etc. in the root).\(^2\) Formations of the former type function as causatives, while the -aya-presents with the short root syllable are intransitives and mostly display an intensive, frequentative or iterative semantics. Examples are given in (5):

(5) a. pat- 'fly' - pāt-dya-ti 'makes fly' / pat-āya-ti 'flies';
b. ści- 'gleam' - ści-dya-ti 'makes shine, gleam' / ści-āya-ti 'gleams';
c. subh- 'be beautiful' - subh-aya-ti 'makes beautiful' / subh-āya-ti 'is / becomes beautiful'.\(^3\)

Both formations are likely to be genetically related, but little has been said on how the causative meaning may have developed from the intensive, frequentative, or iterative, or vice versa (cf. Delbrück 1897: 109–119 for some suggestions).

Finally, both causative and aspectual interpretations of a given form can be acceptable in precisely the same context. In some Turkic languages double causatives may refer either to double causative chains ('CAUSE' + 'CAUSE') or to intensive/iterative causation, cf.:

(6) Turkish (Zimmer 1976: 411f.)
Müdür-e mektub-u aĉ-ťir-t-i-m.
director-DAT letter-ACC open-CAUS-CAUS-PAST-1SG
'I had someone make the director open the letter.' (standard double causative) or 'I made the director open the letter [forcefully] (perhaps against his wish).’ (intensive causative)

In all of the aforementioned cases one morpheme functions either as a causative or as an aspectual marker. Less frequent are the cases where one marker serves for the cumulative expression of two meanings, causative and aspectual, or, to put it differently, a causative marker “automatically” evokes additional aspectual meanings. This is the case in Yukaghir and Aleut. In Yukaghir, the verbal suffix -t- (-dête-) expresses both causative and multiplicative/distributive meanings. In
order to form a non-multiplicative/non-distributive causative, the semelfactive marker -j- has to be added, as in (7):

(7) a. šeł'gè-j- 'break (intr.)' → šeł'gè-t- 'break (tr.) (several distinct things)'
   b. jojè-j- 'open (intr.)' → jojè-t- 'open (tr.) (several times)'
   → jojè-de-j- 'open (tr.)'

(Maslova 1993: 275)

The Aleut causative suffixes -dgu- and -ya- instantiate a similar phenomenon: the former cumulates the causative and distributive meanings, while the latter expresses both causativity and multiplicativity (Golovko 1993).

In order to account for the causative/intensive (causative/iterative etc.) polysemy, let us have a closer look at the semantics of causatives. Causing someone to do something implies channelling extra force from outside into the situation. The meaning 'more forcefully', 'more effectively' may be thus the common semantic denominator shared by the causativity, on the other hand, and intensivity, iterativity etc., on the other. It is for that reason that these aspectual meanings can become associated with causativity and, in a sense, appear as its side effects. This account (presented, for instance, by Li (1991: 349-351)), albeit quite autonomous and self-sufficient, is also perfectly appropriate within a more general framework, namely within the approach to transitivity as a set of features related to the effectiveness of an action taking place.

Similar interdependencies between, at first glance, unrelated categories can be found in some ancient Indo-European languages, like Vedic Sanskrit. This will be taken up in the subsequent sections.

4. Correlations between transitivity/causativity and tense in Vedic Sanskrit

The Vedic verbal system consists of three major tense subsystems: (1) that of the present, which includes the present proper (present stem plus the primary endings -mi, -si, -ti, etc.), the imperfect (augment + present stem + secondary endings -m, -s, -t, etc.), the injunctive (= unaugmented imperfect) and irreral moods (imperative, subjunctive); (2) the perfect system, with the perfect tense as its main representative (perfect stem + perfect endings -a, -tha, -a, etc.), and (3) the aorist system, which I leave out of discussion. In order to avoid confusing the two distinct senses of the terms 'present' and 'perfect', I will use small capitals to refer to the tense systems in general (PRESENT, PERFECT) and regular font to denote the present and perfect tenses proper. It will be argued that the syntactic properties of the forms belonging to the PRESENT and PERFECT systems are not identical, at least for some verbs.

To begin with, let us consider the verb tan- 'stretch, spread, extend'. An examination of constructions with PRESENT and PERFECT forms attested in the most ancient Vedic text, the Rgveda (hereafter, RV),4 reveals the following syntactic asymmetry. On the one hand, forms belonging to the PRESENT system mostly occur in transitive-causative uses, as in (8-9).

(8) rátri vásas tanu-te
    night.NOM clothes.Acc spread.PRES-3SG.MED
    'The night spreads her clothes.'

(9) ahám rudráya dhánur á tano-mi
    I.NOM Rudra.DAT bow.ACC stretch.PRES-ISG.ACT
    'I stretch the bow for Rudra.'

Intransitive presents occur less than ten times in the RV. Most of these are compounds with the preverb á 'to, towards', cf. (10):

(10) úd agne tis̄ṭha práty á
    up Agni.voc stand.PRES.2SG.IMPV.ACT against PREY
    stretch.PRES-2SG.IMPV.MED
    'Stand up, O Agni, extend (yourself) toward [us] (with your flames) . . .'

By contrast, PERFECT forms are well-attested both in intransitive and transitive constructions; whereby intransitive uses (as in (11-12)) are twice as common as transitive-causative uses, as in (13):

(11) dårát sáryo ná sóc̄s̄a tatán-a
    from.afar sun like flame.INS stretch.PF-3SG.ACT
    'From afar [Agni] has extended, like the sun, with [his] flame.'

(12) ágne ... bhūtā tatan-tha bhānānā
    Agni.voc high stretch.PF-2SG.ACT RAY.INS
    'You, O Agni, have extended upwards with your ray.'

(13) saptá tātán vi tāt-ire kavāya
    seven threads.ACC PREV stretch.PF-3PL.MED seers.NOM
    weave-INF PARTIC
    'The seers have stretched seven threads, in order to weave.'
The ratio of syntactic constructions is schematized in Table 1 (characters refer to the total numbers of occurrences in the RV):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>intransitive</th>
<th>transitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PRESENT</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PERFECT</strong></td>
<td>≈ 25</td>
<td>≈ 15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, the transitive usages of **PRESENT** forms are nearly 6 times as common as the intransitive, while for **PERFECT** forms the ratio is approximately 1:2.3. This remarkable imbalance of syntactic patterns attested with tan- (PRESENT: mostly transitive-causative, PERFECT: mostly intransitive) has never been the subject of a special discussion and, to my knowledge, has only been mentioned in passing by Haudry (1977: 312), though in different terms ("théorie des deux modèles"). One even might suppose that this disproportion is random, i.e. that intransitive **PRESENTS** and transitive **PERFECTS** are rare merely by accident. However, the case of tan- is not isolated in the Vedic verbal system. A similar ratio is attested for the verb r- ‘move, set in motion’. Six of the seven occurrences of the **PERFECT** forms in the RV are intransitive, cf. (14):

(14) yāsmād yōmer ud-āri-thā yāj-e
which.ABL womb.ABL up-move.PF-2SG.ACT worship.PRES-1.SG.MED
(tām)
(RV 2.9.3)
him
'I worship the womb from which you have arisen.'

By contrast, **PRESENT** forms are typically transitive, as in (15):6

(15) ṭīr-ṛ ṛpāḥ
move.PR-2SG.INJ.ACT waters.ACC
(RV 1.174.2)
'You set the waters in motion.'

Yet another verb which may belong to this class is uks-/vaks- ‘be/make strong’; cf. Kulikov 1989.

Further evidence is provided by a group of Vedic verbs like vṛdh- ‘grow, make grow’ studied by Renou (1924; 1925: 144–148). While **PRESENT** forms can be used both intransitively and transitively, depending on the diathesis (active: transitive-causative, middle: intransitive; cf. vārdha-ti ‘makes grow’ ~ vārdha-te ‘grows’), **PERFECT** forms most commonly occur in intransitive constructions, regardless of the diathesis, consider (16):

(16) pūr̥vīr hi gārbhah āraḍāho vavārdh-ā (RV 5.2.2)
many.ACC because embryo.NOM years.ACC grow.PF-3SG.ACT
‘... because the embryo has been growing for many years.’

Renou discovered some ten Vedic verbs which exhibit such a distribution, in particular: jī- ‘grow old’, nam- ‘bend’, pī- ‘swell’.

The syntactic asymmetry within the Vedic verbal system sketched above has never received a satisfactory explanation. Why are **PERFECT** forms most often employed in transitively, while their **PRESENT** counterparts are not? Is this distribution an Indo-Aryan (Indo-Iranian) innovation or a trace of an old Indo-European feature? In order to answer these questions, let us have a closer look at evidence from another Indo-European language.

5. **Intransitivity of the Indo-European perfect in a diachronic and typological perspective**

5.1 **The perfect in Ancient Greek**

While the intransitivity of the Vedic perfect (and, in general, syntactic dissimilarities of different tense systems) has never been the subject of a special study (not counting the short note by Renou), the prevailing intransitivity of the **PERFECT** forms in Ancient Greek is a well-known phenomenon repeatedly noted in grammars and special studies on the Greek verb. The fact that active perfects behave intransitively and syntactically belong with middle presents (as is the case with Vedic vṛdh-) has been mentioned and discussed, for instance, by Chantraine (1927: 26ff.) and Bader (1972); for the predominant intransitivity of the perfect in Greek, see also Wackernagel (1904: 13). Compare a few typical examples from the Iliad and Odyssey quoted by Chantraine (1927):

(17) a. ἐλ ἀκόλουθος ὁ Ὀλυμπιαδός ἐγείρετε (II. N 58)
if and him Olympian.NOM.SG self.NOM.SG awake.PRES-3SG.ACT
'and if the Olympian self awakes him...'

b. οἱ δ' ἔγρηγορ-θανοί
they awake.PF-3PL.ACT
(II. K 419)
'They awoke.' (see Chantraine 1927: 29f. for this passage and verbal form)

(20) a. παντοκράτωρ ὁ Ὁλόθροπος ἐγείρετε (Od. β 91)
all.ACC.PL verily hope.PRES-3SG.ACT
'She holds out hope to all.’ (lit. ‘makes all hope’)
Thus, Ancient Greek displays basically the same type of the syntactic diathesis opposition as attested in Vedic Sanskrit.

5.2 Perfect, middle, and stative

From the fact that the predominant intransitivity of Perfect forms is typical of several verbs both in early Vedic and Ancient Greek, one may conclude that the opposition 'intransitive Perfect vs. transitive Present' may go back to some older Indo-European dialect(s) or even to Proto-Indo-European; cf. especially Kortlandt (1984: 319ff.). In their pioneer studies, Kurylowicz (1932) and Stang (1932) have demonstrated a striking similarity of the perfect and middle endings in ancient Indo-European languages and suggested a genetic relationship between these two categories (see Di Gioine 1996: 236ff. for a survey). Assuming this hypothesis and bearing in mind that the middle diathesis typically expresses valence-decreasing derivations, such as anticausative, passive and reflexive, we arrive at additional, albeit indirect, evidence for the predominant intransitivity of the Indo-European Perfect. Further studies have appended one more verbal category to this pair, the 'stative', for which only 3rd person singular and plural forms can be safely reconstructed; see especially Oettinger 1976, Jasanoff 1978, Götö 1997, Di Gioine 1996: 243ff. and the recent monographic treatment of the Indo-Iranian stative Kümmel 1996 (with a rich bibliography). The exact relationships between stative, perfect and middle within the Proto-Indo-European verbal system is far from clear and requires further research, but the hypothesis of a genetic relatedness of these three categories appears quite plausible, notwithstanding the fact that they belong to three different classes: the perfect is a tense, the stative is usually considered an aspectual category, and the middle participates in the voice, or diathesis, opposition. In contemporary Indo-European studies these three categories are taken as associated with each other so intimately that some scholars even treat the perfect as one of the members of the diathesis opposition (active vs. perfect[-middle]), although, at first glance, the expression 'perfect diathesis' makes no more sense than, say, 'nominative number' or 'feminine case'.

5.3 The Indo-European perfect in a typological perspective

Let us return to typological issues. How can the aforementioned syntactic features of Indo-European perfect be interpreted in terms of the intercategorial correlations and semantic transitivity discussed in the beginning of the present paper? At first glance, the intransitivitiy of Perfect forms contradicts Hopper and Thompson’s generalisations, since perfectivity is supposed to be associated with a high degree of transitivity. One has to bear in mind, however, that perfect tense (in particular, in Indo-European) and perfective aspect cannot be identified with each other. In fact, the semantics of the Perfect has two facets. One of them relates to an event in the past resulting in a certain state in the present. This part of the perfect semantics ('actional perfect') implies high effectiveness of an action and therefore must correspond to a high transitivity degree. It is in this area that we typically find overlappings with the meaning of perfective.

The other facet is the meaning of an achieved state of affairs (resulting from some action in the past), which belongs to the sphere of the present. It has become commonplace in Indo-European studies that the latter aspect (stative) was prevalent within the semantic content of the ancient Indo-European perfect, while the actional perfect (preterite), equally attested in many Indo-European languages, results from later developments; cf. Wackernagel 1904; Schmidt 1973: 120ff.; Jasanoff 1978: 14ff.; Di Gioine 1996: 249 et passim. The formal similarity of the Indo-Iranian endings of perfect and stative can serve as additional evidence for the original stative semantics of the Indo-European perfect. Note also an interesting typological parallel in Semitic: the Akkadian infix -tā- could express both the perfect and resultative (stative) meaning (see Köwenberg 1997: 72ff. for details). On the nature and commonness of the transition from stative to perfect and from perfect to perfective in the languages of the world, see especially Bybee & Dahl 1989: 68ff.

Obviously, the stative perfect has to be placed lower than the (actional) present on Hopper & Thompson’s transitivity scale, which accords with its prevalent intransitivity. Incidentally, several attempts to account for the intransitivity of the perfect through its stative semantics were already made in earlier...
Indo-European studies. Within a new typological perspective, such explanations can be formulated more correctly and adequately.

6. Split causativity and its “side effects”

In order to settle the aforementioned correlation between the present/perfect opposition and (in)transitivity with reference to typologically similar phenomena, I will recall the correlation mentioned in the beginning of the present article, split ergativity. In languages like Hindi-Urdu, some tenses (e.g. perfect) or aspects select the ergative construction, while some others require the absolutive (antipassive), so that the correlation between these two oppositions can be represented as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>present</th>
<th>absolutive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perfect</td>
<td>ergative</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The interdependency between the PRESENT/PERFECT opposition and transitivity attested in Vedic and Ancient Greek can be schematized in a similar way:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>present</th>
<th>transitive-causative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>perfect</td>
<td>intransitive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The similarity of the above two schemes suggests a term to refer to this correlation: split causativity. The same term can also be applied to the aforementioned phenomena in Yukaghir and Aleut (cf. Golovko 1993; Maslova 1993):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>distributive</th>
<th>transitive-causative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>non-distributive</td>
<td>intransitive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of course, the parallelism between these two kinds of split is by no means complete. Split ergativity is a strict syntactic rule, which typically has no exceptions, while split causativity is nothing but a tendency, which may be valid for some verbs only. Nevertheless, despite its marginal position in the verbal system (as in Vedic), split causativity can affect the structure of a verbal system as well as the inventory of forms and their functions. In what follows I will focus on some features of the Vedic verbal system which can be accounted for as such side effects of split causativity.

Let us return to the verb tan- as a typical representative of verbs with split causativity. The general ratio of syntactic patterns attested for PRESENT and PERFECT forms of tan- can be schematized in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PERFECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>present</td>
<td>subjunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td>tanóti etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfect</td>
<td>tanavāvahai etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference in the size of letters symbolizes that transitive-causative PRESENTs and intransitive PERFECTs are more common than the reverse combinations, i.e. intransitive PRESENTs and transitive-causative PERFECTs. Furthermore, notice that PRESENT subjunctives are unattested in intransitive usages, which may represent yet another gap in the paradigm. Such disproportions might have caused some paradigmatic developments, in order to balance out the asymmetric system outlined in tables 1–2.

One of the opportunities could be merely using some forms in the function of others. For instance, PERFECTs might take over the function of the intransitive PRESENTs. The use of PERFECT forms in the sense of PRESENT is indeed quite common in early Vedic (the so-called ‘perfecto-presents’), especially for verbs like cikēta ‘appears’, jāgdra ‘is watchful’, uvōca ‘is accustomed’; see Renou 1925: Iff.; Neu 1985: 278ff.; Cardona 1992; Euler 1993: 8ff. (with a bibliography); cf. also Meltzer 1909 (especially p. 346 on the intransitivity of perfecto-presents). Likewise, the perfect tātāna can be employed in the present sense.

A rarer, but morphologically more drastic solution can be creating ‘hybrid’ formations. By ‘hybrid’ I mean, for instance, forms derived from a PERFECT stem (e.g. tatan-) by attaching PRESENT endings (e.g. the secondary ending of the 3rd person plural -an, which is used in imperfect, injunctive and subjunctive). One may assume that the stem is “responsible” for the transitivity of the form (PRESENT: transitive, PERFECT: intransitive), whereas the endings express its tense and mood characteristics (imperfect, injunctive, subjunctive, etc.). Given this assumption, forms like tātān-an might function as intransitive subjunctives or subjunctives.

The following forms are encountered: 2 sg.act. tātānora (RV 7.2.1), 1 pl.act. tātānama (RV 1.160.5, 5.54.15), 3 pl.act. tātānan (RV 1.166.14, 4.5.13, 7.88.4, 10.37.2), 3 pl.med. tātānana (RV 1.52.11). Thus far the status of such forms has not received a satisfactory explanation. In particular, it was unclear why the regular PRESENT subjunctives (like *tanavan etc.) could not be used instead.

Reconsidering such forms from the ‘split causativity’ perspective may shed
more light on their functional value. Without making any universal generalisation, valid for all such formations, I would assume that at least one of the possible functions of such formations might be supplying additional forms in order to fill gaps in the paradigm. Forms like tatänan could function as intransitive subjunctives, that is as intransitive counterparts of present subjunctives, which are typically employed transitively. The existence of such forms might be most likely for those verbs whose perfects could function as presents ('perfecto-presentes'), which diminished the 'semantic distance' between the present and perfect parts of the paradigm.16

An examination of the RVic perfect forms with secondary endings based on the root tan- reveals that all of the eight occurrences are intransitive,17 see (20)–(21):

(20) áhä ni viśā ṭatän-anta keṣṭāyaḥ (RV 1.52.11) days ACC all stretch PF-3PL.SUBJ.MED tribes NOM 'The tribes will expand for all the days.'

(21) ydān nū dyāvas tätän-an inasmuch as partic days NOM stretch PF-3PL.SUBJ.ACT ydā uṣāsəḥ (RV 7.88.4) inasmuch as dawns NOM '... inasmuch as the days and the dawns will continue (lit.: spread) ...'

Thus, the status of forms like tatänan, tatänanta etc. within the systems with a split causativity tendency can be schematized as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>PRESENT</th>
<th>PERFECT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>present</td>
<td>subjunctive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intransitive</td>
<td>tanöi etc.;</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tatāna etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>transitive-causeative</td>
<td>tanöi etc.;</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I leave out of consideration other perfect forms with secondary endings, the so-called pluperfects (augmented perfect stem + secondary ending) and perfect injunctives (= unaugmented pluperfects). Regarding their temporal semantics, Vedic pluperfects do not differ from ordinary imperfects (= augmented present stem + secondary endings),18 and, as in the case of perfect subjunctives, much is unclear about their exact functional value. It cannot be ruled out that at least some of them were built on the same model as the perfect subjunctives discussed above, i.e. as intransitive counterparts of forms derived from the corresponding present stems. The evidence is too scant, however, and the problem requires a separate study.

It is worth mentioning that, although the concept of 'split causativity' was not yet implicitly formulated in earlier Indo-European studies, it was sometimes used as a criterion for distinguishing perfect forms with secondary endings from other reduplicated formations, such as reduplicated aorists or presents, in accordance with presumptions like 'transitive, hence cannot belong to the perfect system', and vice versa. See, for instance, Thiemie's (1929) comments on forms made from the reduplicated stems mumuc- and pīpi,19 and Chantraine's (1927) arguments for taking the reduplicated form ὀφασοῦ 'they fit' (II. II 214) as a pluperfect, rather than as an aorist.20

To conclude, one has to emphasize once again that the above account for forms like tatänan can hardly be valid for all Vedic perfect forms with secondary endings. There are verbs which do not follow the split causativity tendency and obviously require a different explanation. What I suggest here is only one of the possible raisons d'être for the existence of such forms. No doubt, these formations must also have had some other functions,21 which await future investigators.
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ABL — ablative, ACC — accusative, ACT — active, CAUS — causative, DAT — dative, ERG — ergative, II — Iliad, IMPF — imperfect, IMPFV — imperfective, IMPV — imperative, INJ — injunctive,
Notes

1. In particular, it has been demonstrated by Abraham (1983, 1984) that the semantic features of transitivity, as proposed by Hopper & Thompson, quite often do not match or are even in contradiction with morpho-syntactic transitivity.

2. For simplicity, I leave out of consideration a few -duya-causatives with short *a* in the root, such as *jandayati* 'begets' (root *jan-*).. The short *a* in such cases is likely to be due to the etymological laryngeal (*^[j]an^[H]*-), which made the root syllable long.

3. There is no consensus in Indo-European and Vedic scholarship on whether the primary function of the -duya-presents with the short root syllable (*a, u, i, etc. in the root*) should be qualified as iterative, intensive or frequentative; for a survey, see e.g. Redard 1972, Derry 1993.

4. The RV consists of 1028 hymns containing, in total, 10,402 stanzas. The counting of occurrences of forms derived from the roots under discussion was done by myself on the basis of two concordances, Grassmann 1873 and Lubotsky 1997, which has enabled me to locate every form attested in the RV.

5. I do not give the exact numbers of intransitive and transitive-causative occurrences, since the syntactic analysis of some constructions is unclear. Most serious difficulties are posed by formulaic expressions of the type *ā dyāṃ TAN*- or, as, for instance, in (22–23):

   (22) *ā dyāṃ*  
   *tano-śi raimbhir*  
   (RV 4.52.7)  
   *PREV heaven.ACC extend.PRES-2SG:ACT rays.INS*  
   *ā- antārākṣaṃ udrā priyāṃ*  
   *PREV air.ACC broad.ACC deaf.ACC*  
   *‘You, O Ugās, extend (TR) / extend (INTR) through heaven with [your] rays, [you] extend (TR) / extend (INTR) through the broad dear air with [your] bright light.’*

   (23) *yō bhnānāṃ pṛthivīṃ dyāṃ utā-imāṃ*  
   (RV 10.88.3)  
   *which.INS earth.ACC heaven.ACC and this.ACC*  
   *ā-lāmda-a rōdāst antārākṣaṃ*  
   *PREV-extend.PF-3SG.ACT TWO.worlds.ACC air.ACC*  
   *‘... [the one] who has extended (TR) / has extended (INTR) through earth and this heaven, the two worlds, air with [his] light.’*

In such uses *ā-lāṃ* is constructed with accusative nouns referring to some of the three worlds: heaven, earth and the intermediate space between heaven and earth. It is unclear which kind of metaphor underlies such usages, and there is no consensus among the interpreters of the RV on whether these constructions are to be rendered transitively or intransitively. Consider, for instance, the following four translations of (22):

   ‘Du durchziehst den Himmel mit Strahlen, den weiten lieben Laufraum, o Ugas, mit deinem heilen Feuerschein’ (Geldner 1951: vol. I, 453);

   ‘Tu tendis le ciel de rayons, le vaste cher domaine aérien, Aurore, avec ton clair éclat’  
   (Renou 1957 [EVP III]: 76);  
   ‘tu étends tes rayons sur toute l’étendue du ciel (ou: jusqu’au ciel) ...’  
   (Haudry 1977: 390);  
   ‘Ty pronizyväet’ nebo (svomim) lučami, širokoe slavnoe vozdušnoe prostranstvo, o Ušas, čistym plamenem.’ (Elizarenkova 1995: 417)

From the purely syntactic point of view, both intransitive (*you extend [through heaven]*); Geldner, Elizarenkova) and transitive-causative (*you extend [heaven]*); Renou) interpretations appear to be possible. Correspondingly, the accusative *ādyāṃ* ‘heaven’ can be understood either as a goal accusative or as a direct object.

In a special study dealing with these constructions, Christol (1986: 200) arrives at the conclusion that *ā dyāṃ TAN*- has to be rendered transitively (*tendre (TAN)* en tirant vers soi (d) le ciel lumineux), thus regarding heaven in (22) as a movable object. However, in my opinion, this interpretation is untenable for the following two reasons. First, the self-beneficial sense (*en tirant vers soi*) would most likely be expressed by the middle diathesis (*tunase* in (22), ^-*sānāi* in (23)), which is not the case here. Second, we do not find corresponding passive constructions (like *dyārār d tiyatāratāta* ‘heaven is being spread/ spread’). Since only constructions with direct objects (*stretch a thread* etc.), but not with goal accusatives passive in Vedic, the lack of passives makes Renou’s and Christol’s interpretation less plausible.

6. Not counting the middle root present *ārte* ‘moves’, which is employed, as a rule, intransitively. Historically, this formation goes back to the reduplicated present made from the root *a* (*H-I-H(e)r-toj*), but, synchronically, it belongs to a separate root *ir*.

I abstain from a discussion of the diachronic relationships between the presents *pūṇi*, *pauri* ‘sets in motion’, *rcchati* ‘reaches’ and the perfect *āra*. Even provided that the transitive-causatives *pūṇi*, *pauri* do not historically belong with the intransitive perfect *āra*, representing rather a different root (thus M. Kümmel, p.c., pace Mayhoffer 1987: 108f.), synchronically these formations are too close to each other both in form and meaning for one to simply ignore their (perhaps secondary) paradigmatic links.


9. For a discussion of this dichotomy in terms of the ascending/descending opposition, see Abraham 1999.

10. Cf.: “… es besteht <...> ein Konsens darüber, daß man dem idg. Perfekt von Hause aus Zustandscharakter zuzuschreiben habe’ (Neu 1985: 278f.).

11. I would like to thank M. Kümmel and N. Kouwenberg for having drawn my attention to this parallel.

12. Cf. “Wie wir <...> wissen, war das altd. Perfekt eine Kategorie, mit deren Hilfe ein Zustand, der aus einem vorangegangenen Vorgang (oder aus einer vorangegangenen Handlung) resultierte, angezeigt wurde <...> Diese Bestimmung impliziert prinzipiell die Intransitivität der Kategorie …” (Schmidt 1973: 120). Cf. also the following remarkable note made by Velten (1931: 239, fn. 32): “‘Active perfect forms with an intransitive meaning — often used as a present like मेघेः ‘I see’ — occur commonly beside medio-passive presents <...> This is not surprising since the perfect itself is of durative character and serves as a device of durativization.” [emphasis everywhere mine — LK]

13. I should emphasize that in the present article I am concerned with the syntactic features of the perfect in certain ancient Indo-European languages only (Vedic, Greek). I do not claim that the
genesis of the prevalent intransitivity of perfect must have been the same in all languages where similar phenomena occur nor, correspondingly, that an account in terms of Hopper & Thompson’s hypothesis must hold true for all such languages. For alternative explanations of the intransitivity of perfect forms, see e.g. Conrie (1981), Abraham & Kilmanow (1999: 24f.).

14. Not to be confused with ‘split intransitivity’ (the term introduced by Van Valin (1990)), which refers to the distinction between two main semantic classes of intransitive verbs, accusatives and unaccusatives.

15. For these forms, cf. Neisser 1883: 238 [= KLS., 39].

16. I would like to emphasize that the term ‘hybrid’ does not necessarily imply that all forms of the type taimun are secondary. Chronologically, many of them could be of the same age as the corresponding ‘non-hybrid’ forms (Perfect stem + Perfect ending, etc.). Rather, this term refers to their peculiar position within the verbal system, from the point of view of the basic compositional principle valid for the majority of Vedic verbal forms: present stem + present ending, perfect stem + perfect ending, etc.

17. Except, perhaps, for the syntactically unclear taimun at RV 7.2.1.

18. Cf. e.g. Macdonell 1910: 364; Thieme 1929, passim.


Yet another passage nicely illustrates how two similar reduplicated forms are treated by Thieme as belonging to different tense systems (Perfect vs. Present) on purely syntactic grounds (transitivity): “pipyatam im [RV] II.39.6 ist intransitiv, wird also zu [pluperfect] apipet gehören [but not to the present ‘pipyate postulated by Thieme, ibid. — LK] <…> Größere Schwierigkeiten macht apipema (VIII.66.7). Die Form verlockt dazu, es zu [pluperfect] apipet zu stellen. Aber apipet ist intransitiv, apipema fakitiv.” (Thieme 1929: 49).


21. Cf., in particular, Cardona’s (1992: ‘If’) account of some Vedic pluperfects like abhīhet ‘was afraid’. As in the case of taimun, they are likely to fill yet another paradigmatic gap, providing preterite counterparts to the perfects like abhīdya, commonly used in the present sense (‘is afraid’).
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